MPE Closure Series
An above-grade closure designed for up to 144 fiber splices.

FTTx Architecture
Whether your fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) network design has closures in a buried or aerial environment, one thing remains the same: you need assured environmental protection and quick, incremental subscriber drops. From our experience in the field, we know that not all closures are the same. MPE closures are thoughtfully designed to incorporate individual strain-relief, sealing of all cables, and quick-release clamps for easy re-entry. A smaller-form-factor than the UCA series, this terminal closure can support subscriber drops or be used as consolidation point for multiple preterminated terminals in a star topology.

Where does the MPE series fit within an optical communications network?
- Manhole
- Pole
- Façade
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Closure Shell

- Mechanical sealing type
- Doubles as terminal with spliced drops or preterminated OptiTip® or OptiTap® connector ports

Cable Information

- Maximum Cable Ports: 6 (3 per side)
- Single-Fiber Splices (Loose Tube): 144
- Distribution/Drop Cables: 16 (8 per side)
- In-line cable entry style
- Ideally suited for, but not limited to, self-supporting cable

Additional Features and Benefits

- IP68 compliant
- Accommodates splitters and other optical devices
- Splice, OptiTip, or OptiTap connector ports
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